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Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) 
refers to autonomous systems 

that can learn to perform a wide 
range of tasks extremely well.

What is Artificial General Intelligence?
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“High-level machine 
intelligence” (HLMI) is 
achieved when unaided 
machines can accomplish 
every task better and more 
cheaply than human 
workers.”

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1705.08807.pdf



A >10% chance of transformative AI by 2036, a ~50% chance by 2055, 
and an ~80% chance by 2100
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https://www.cold-takes.com/forec
asting-transformative-ai-the-biologi
cal-anchors-method-in-a-nutshell/



Text in, text out; like a human
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https://www.gwern.net/GPT-3
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GPT-3 trained on code → can solve university 
level math problems 
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DALL·E 2’s capabilities: Text-to-Image

Vibrant smiling and 
laughing bowling balls 
rolling down a bowling 

alley, digital art

A photo of kittens 
stressing over a 

spreadsheet in an office

A product photo of cozy 
avocado shaped kids 

backpack in the style of 
Wes Anderson
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DALL·E 2’s capabilities: Text-to-Image

A bowl of soup that looks 
like a monster knitted out 

of wool

Teddy bears mixing 
sparkling chemicals as 

mad scientists in a 
steampunk style

Shiba Inu dog wearing a 
beret and black turtleneck
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https://openai.com/dall-e-2/
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The challenge ahead
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● Design these systems well, such that they don’t 
unintentionally cause harm (accident risk)

● Guardrail how these systems are used, such that no 
one can intentionally cause harm (misuse risk)

● Govern these systems in line with (and informed by) 
the public interest, such that humanity equitably 
benefits far into the future (societal impacts)

The challenge ahead



Near term example: language model toxicity

Longer term example: reward hacking, misalignment

Accident risk
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Near term example: lethal autonomous weapons

Longer term example: WMD development

Misuse risk
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Closing suggestions 
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> Build capacity, knowledge, and awareness
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> Build capacity, knowledge, and awareness
> Fund the development of & incentivize the uptake of various methods 
to reduce accident risk

openai.com/alignment

towardtrustworthyai.com
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> Build capacity, knowledge, and awareness
> Fund the development of & incentivize the uptake of various methods 
to reduce accident risk
> Engage in & lead national and international deliberation on how we 
want these systems to be used (and not used) for our common benefit
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Thank you
jade.leung@openai.com


